D RINKS

COCKTA IL S
SPARKLING

GIN

HUGO
Follador Prosecco, elderflower cordial,
soda

All served as a double measure

APEROL SPRITZ
Aperol, Follador Prosecco, soda,
orange

LOCH FYNE SIGNATURE
G&T
Loch Fyne gin, Schweppes 1783 tonic,
pink grapefruit and mint

CHAMBORD KIR ROYALE
Follador Prosecco, Chambord

LOCH FYNE NEGRONI
Campari, Loch Fyne gin, Martini Rosso,
orange

BELLINI
Follador Prosecco, with your choice of
peach purée, rhubarb purée or passion
fruit purée

CUCUMBER GIN
LEMONADE
Hendrick’s gin, homemade lemonade,
lemon and cucumber

VODKA

ELDERFLOWER COLLINS
Tanqueray gin, elderflower cordial,
soda, lemon

BLOODY MARY
Ketel One vodka, Big Tom, celery
PASSION FRUIT MARTINI
Ketel One vodka, passion fruit liqueur,
passion fruit, lime juice
ESPRESSO MARTINI
Ketel One vodka, Tia Maria, espresso,
sugar syrup

RHUBARB & GINGER TONIC
Edinburgh gin’s rhubarb & ginger
liqueur, Schweppes 1783 tonic, orange
SWEET VIOLET G&T
Boe Violet Gin, Schweppes 1783 tonic,
orange

RUM
MOJITO
Bacardi rum, mint, lime, soda
Or choose from peach, rhubarb or
passion fruit flavours
THE PERFECT STORM
Kraken spiced rum, ginger beer, lime

P R EMIU M G IN S
TANQUERAY
A blend of the purest four-times-distilled
spirit and a handpicked selection of four
botanicals, Tanqueray London Dry Gin
offers a uniquely balanced gin experience

SIPSMITH
An ideal choice for a beautifully rich
and balanced G&T. Sipsmith gin is super
smooth and full of character, where the
juniper notes are balanced by zesty citrus

Pair with crisp tonic

Pair with light tonic

EDEN MILL LOVE
An outstanding blend of local botanicals
and exotic fruit. Rose petals, hibiscus
flowers and goji berries. Smooth, full
of vanilla, raspberry leaf and lemon
balm flavours. The finish is sharp, with a
sweet, fruity flavour

BROCKMANS
A ‘gin like no other’, Brockmans is
an English gin distilled using quality
botanicals from around the world with
hints of blueberries, coriander and
bitter-sweet Valencian orange peel

Pair with light tonic

EDINBURGH GIN’S RHUBARB &
GINGER LIQUEUR
A luscious, fruity liqueur with a perfect
balance between sweetness and a sharper
tang. Warming spice and a touch of citrus
drifts in from the Oriental ginger. On the
nose, a bright, sweet rhubarb-filled aroma
Pair with salty lemon tonic

LOCH FYNE
A classy, balanced and distinctive
gin with a clever infusion of Scottish
maritime botanicals
Pair with crisp tonic

Take me home for £24, ask server for
more details
BLACKWOODS VINTAGE DRY
Inspired by the beautiful nature of
Shetland, this hand crafted 40% vintage
gin is extremely smooth yet crispy with
citrus, herbal and floral notes coming
through on the palate
Pair with cucumber tonic

Pair with crisp tonic

CAORUNN
Carefully handcrafted in the rugged
and beautiful Scottish Highlands,
Caorunn expertly infuses five locally
foraged gin botanicals
Pair with light tonic

BOE VIOLET
The addition of violets creates a stylish
gin with a light, delicate taste and
beautiful colour and aroma
Pair with light tonic

TANQUERAY NO.10
This gin takes its name from the
‘Tiny Ten’, the nickname of the small
copper still where it is produced, but
there is nothing tiny about its flavour.
The only gin made using whole citrus
fruits, including white grapefruit, lime,
and orange
Pair with crisp tonic

Take home bottles subject
to restaurant licensing

Our gins are perfectly accompanied by Schweppes 1783 tonic water Sold separately

SCHWEPPES 1783
Inspired by the alchemy of Jacob Schweppe in 1783, this new range of premium mixers has
been developed in partnership with some of the world’s top mixologists and combines the
superior bubbles and balanced taste of Schweppes with all-natural ingredients, especially
designed to be paired with the finest white and dark spirits

MO CKTA IL S
RHUBARB FIZZ
Rhubarb purée, lemon, soda

PEACH SPARKLER
Peach purée, lemon, soda

ORCHARD SPRITZ
Elderflower cordial, apple juice,
lemonade

PASSION FRUIT &
ORANGE FIZZ
Passion fruit purée, orange juice, soda

S O FT DRIN KS
APPLE ORANGE OR CRANBERRY
FRUIT JUICE
SPEYSIDE GLENLIVET
NATURAL MINERAL WATER
Allows the flavours of the finest food
and wine to shine through. Available in
perfectly still or lightly sparkling:
Large bottle 750ml
Small bottle 330ml
COCA-COLA ZERO SUGAR
DIET COKE
COCA-COLA
SPRITE NO SUGAR
APPLETISER
TRADITIONAL CLOUDY
LEMONADE

LUSCOMBE
Obsession is Luscombe’s secret ingredient,
it’s what drives them to source exceptional
organic fruit and create award-winning drinks
Organic Hot Ginger Beer
Organic Raspberry Crush
Organic Sicilian Lemonade
Wild Elderflower Bubbly

BOTTLED B E E R S A N D C I D E R S *
HEINEKEN 0.0%
Refreshing fruity notes and soft malty
body. Rather than remove the alcohol
from Heineken® beer, their master
brewer started from scratch to deliver
the best tasting alcohol free beer
PERONI NASTRO AZZURRO
Brewed in Italy since 1963, a delicate
balance of bitterness and a distinctly
hoppy aroma, with notes of banana
and grapefruit marmalade, light and
refreshing lager with a crisp, dry finish
HOEGAARDEN WHITE
500 years of hard work went into
making this beer that features the aroma
of orange peel, coriander and herbs.
Soft in taste, light and slightly sweet and
sour and with subtle citrus notes
BELHAVEN BLACK STOUT
Brewed using pure Scottish water and
a unique blend of Scottish triple malts
sourced from the finest locally grown
barley. Fresh roasted aroma and taste with
a hint of coffee from the roasted barley
PERONI GLUTEN FREE
A new gluten-free recipe for Italy’s most
iconic beer – without compromising
on taste. The same delicate balance
of bitterness and citrus aromatic notes
as Peroni Nastro Azzurro, as well as
the trademark refreshing, clean finish,
without the gluten
FYNE ALES HIGHLANDER
A dark amber-coloured bittersweet ale
with an aroma of caramel malt and
a hint of lemon. Taste of rich caramel
malts with a touch of toffee and soft
citrus flavours leading to a good bitter
hoppy finish

FYNE ALES JARL
Jarl is Fyne Ale’s best selling beer
and has won a number of prestigious
awards, including being the current
Champion Beer of Scotland. Light
and golden colour, citrus and grassy
hop flavours dominate the palate with
a light and refreshing dry finish. A
superbly drinkable beer
CAMDEN HELLS LAGER
A blend of two favourite German beer
styles – Helles and Pilsner. Perle and
Hallertau tradition hops, Bavarian
lager yeast and Camden’s own special
house Pilsner malt from Bamberg come
together to create this clean, crisp and
dry lager
ORCHARD PIG REVELLER
CIDER
A crisp, refreshing cider with a tangy
note of freshly squeezed lime in the
finish. The gentle sparkle enhances the
flavours giving a light, moreish cider
BREWDOG PUNK IPA
A fresh, full, natural Trans-Atlantic
fusion IPA beer with fruity hops giving
an explosion of tropical fruit flavours
and a sharp bitter finish
*Draught beer prices available at the
bar, subject to availability

F Y N E WINE S
Respect for our produce, landscape and the environment is the founding philosophy of Loch Fyne.
This way of thinking also extends to our wines. Working closely with world renowned producers and
smaller artisanal wine makers, the wines have been carefully selected to exhibit a sense of their
origin and to perfectly complement the quality and freshness of our food.

S PAR KLING

125ML

BOTTLE

IL GRILLO DI SANTA TRESA VINO SPUMANTE BRUT
[Sicily]

Organic sparkling Sicilian wine, perfectly balanced with soft, fine gentle
bubbles, spectacular fruity notes and a refreshing burst of acidity
Try with LOCH FYNE SHELLFISH PLATTER

FOLLADOR PROSECCO EXTRA DRY [Veneto, Italy]
Subtle, velvety & rich, with flowery nuances and ripe fruits
COATES & SEELY BRITAGNE BRUT RESERVE NV [Hampshire, England]		
The best of British. English hedgerow fruit undertones and elderflower
notes with a lively crisp finish

C HAMPAG N E
JOSEPH PERRIER BRUT NV [Châlons-En-Champagne, France]
Soft, delicate flavour with citrus and brioche notes
Try with LOCH FYNE ® OYSTERS

JOSEPH PERRIER ROSÉ NV [Châlons-En-Champagne, France]
Full, long finish, beautifully delicate, with raspberry fruits
BOLLINGER SPECIAL CUVÉE NV [Ay Sur Marne, France]		
A classic champagne with hints of biscuit, fruits and honey
CHAMPAGNE LALLIER GRAND CRU GRANDE RÉSERVE BRUT NV		
[Champagne, France]

Carefully selected Grower’s Champagne. A citrusy palate of ripe,
toasty fruit followed by an elegant finish
CHAMPAGNE LALLIER GRAND ROSÉ BRUT NV [Champagne, France]		
Elegant & fresh with notes of wild strawberry

D ES SER T
PERLE D’ARCHE SAUTERNES [Sauternes, France]
Aromas of honey and dried apricots. Rich and smooth with refreshing
acidity and perfect balance
FERNANDO DE CASTILLA ANTIQUE PEDRO XIMENEZ [Jerez, Spain]		
Dark & seductive sherry, with complex flavours of dried fruit & coffee,
with surprising lightness and delicacy

WH ITE
FRESH & CRISP

175ML

250ML

BOTTLE

AWATERE PASS SAUVIGNON BLANC
[Marlborough, New Zealand]

Layers of tropical & citrus fruits with a touch of grassy complexity
ORMARINE PICPOUL DE PINET [Languedoc, France]
A coastal wine, sea-scented, ripe green fruit, mineral and crisp –
think Muscadet of the South and all things shellfish
LES GOÉLANDS GROS PLANT DU PAYS NANTAIS
[Loire Valley, France]

Bone dry, pristine, crisp and refreshing
Try with LOCH FYNE ® OYSTERS

LAGAR DE INDRA ALBARIÑO [Rías Baixas, Spain]			
Juicy & fresh, notes of white peaches & citrus, with great acidity,
perfect with seafood
L’AUBINIERE MUSCADET DE SEVRE-ET-MAINE SUR LIE
[Loire Valley, France]

Fresh & lively, with beautifully balanced citrus & pear flavours
DOMAINE DE CASSAIGNE LE LABYRINTHE			
[Côtes de Gascogne, France]

Made from a blend of local grapes, refreshing aromas and
flavours of citrus and white flowers
RIFF PINOT GRIGIO [Veneto, Italy]
Soft and fruity with green apple and citrus fruit flavours
and a touch of honey
GUY ALLION SAUVIGNON DE TOURAINE
[Loire Valley, France]

Ripe elderflower and summer fruits, fresh, bright & mineral
DOMAINE THOMAS LE PIERRIER SANCERRE
[Loire Valley, France]

Aromas and flavours of bright citrus fruit, hints of gooseberry
and freshly cut grass with a mineral note on the finish
LOCH FYNE GRILLO [Sicily, Italy]
Fresh, light & lively, with nutty, fruit driven flavours
Try with LOCH FYNE FISHERMAN’S STEW

FERNANDO DE CASTILLA CLASSIC MANZANILLA
[Jerez, Spain]

Fresh, crisp and bone dry sherry with a savoury, nutty tang and slightly salty flavour
All wines offered by the glass are available as 125ml on request.

JUICY & FRUITY

175ML

250ML

BOTTLE

LOCH FYNE CHENIN BLANC [Western Cape, South Africa]
Easy-drinking with fresh citrus flavours and a zippy, refreshing finish
Try with SALT & PEPPER SQUID

LA CHABLISIENNE CHABLIS LE FINAGE [Chablis, France]			
Well-balanced classic with aromas of white fruit and citrus and a mineral finish
YERING STATION LITTLE YERING CHARDONNAY
[Victoria, Australia]

Medium-bodied with great intensity, with notes of mineral,
grapefruit and citrus fruit
I FIORI LAMBERTI SOAVE [Veneto, Italy]
Aromas and flavours of apple and peach, with notes of almonds
ARA SINGLE ESTATE PINOT GRIS [Marlborough, New Zealand]
Aromas of pear, nectarine and honey combine with floral,
citrus and spice and a crisp acidity

RICH & SMOOTH
LOCH FYNE SAUVIGNON BLANC [Leyda Valley, Chile]
Uplifting grapefruit and tropical fruits aromas with a refreshing
zippy acidity on the palate and a long finish with delightful stone fruit flavours
Try with GILT-HEAD BREAM FILLET

DOMAINE ALAIN ROY MONTAGNY 1ER CRU [Burgundy, France] 			
Complex with aromas and flavours of white flowers and apricots and an intense minerality
CLOSHEIM RIESLING [Nahe, Germany]			
Ripe and fruity with aromas of peach and yellow plum and a touch of zesty
grapefruit on the finish

FINE WINE
DOMAINE VINCENT LATOUR MEURSAULT 			
GRANDS CHARRONS [Burgundy, France]
The greatest care goes into making this exceptional Meursault.
Fresh and elegant floral aromas and a hint of vanilla. Rich, complex notes
Try with WHOLE BAKED LOBSTER

DOMAINE DES CASSIERS POUILLY FUMÉ CUVÉE PRESTIGE [Loire Valley, France]		
100% bio-dynamically grown Sauvignon Blanc. Delicate fruity aromas
and an aromatic palate. Full-bodied with a hint of citrus
DOMAINE GRAND VENEUR CHÂTEAUNEUF-DU-PAPE BLANC [Rhône, France]		
Aromas of citrus fruit, tropical fruit, quince and honey. On the palate,
exotic fruit and vanilla. Rich, generous and elegant, with extraordinary length

RO SÉ

175ML

250ML

BOTTLE

GARZON ESTATE PINOT NOIR ROSÉ [Maldonado, Uruguay]
With a climate similar to Tuscany, Uruguay produces this fresh and
delicate wine, full to the brim with cherry and strawberry notes
Try with LOCH FYNE ® SCOTTISH SALMON FILLET

STONE BARN WHITE ZINFANDEL [California, USA]
Fruity bursts of soft, juicy watermelon and strawberry flavours
are enhanced by refreshing acidity
DOMAINE PASTOURE CÔTES DE PROVENCE ROSÉ
[Provence, France]

Pale pink and aromatic with notes of red fruits, white peach and refreshing citrus
DOMAINE BROCHARD SANCERRE ROSÉ [Loire, France]
An elegant, sophisticated rosé made from the Pinot Noir grape –
bursting with red berry fruit and a hint of spice

RED
LIGHT & FRUITY
LES NUAGES PINOT NOIR [Loire Valley, France]
A light yet intense red with great redcurrant flavours and a smooth,
fresh finish. Delicious chilled
YERING STATION LITTLE YERING PINOT NOIR [Victoria, Australia]			
Strawberry and red cherry fruit flavours complemented with subtle vanilla notes
FLEURIE MILLESIME CAVE DE FLEURIE [Beaujolais, France]			
Juicy red berry notes with ripe tannins and crisp acidity. Delicious chilled
Try with GRILLED SCOTTISH KING SCALLOPS

JUICY & FRUITY
LOCH FYNE FRAPPATO [Sicily]
Lifted flavours of raspberry and strawberry and a hint of minerality
add to complexity and flavour.
Try with LINE-CAUGHT YELLOW FIN TUNA STEAK

THE PADDOCK SHIRAZ [South East, Australia]
Easy drinking, plum and red berry aromas and flavours
with a touch of spice and pepper
FRATELLI BARBA MONTEPULCIANO D’ABRUZZO
COLLE MORINO [Abruzzo, Italy]
Full of cherry and plum fruit and classic almond aromas
and an elegant finish. Delicious chilled

		

CASTILLO CLAVIJO RIOJA RESERVA [Rioja, Spain]
Smooth, rounded & well-balanced, intense aromas of mellow berry flavours and spice
HUBERT ET FILS CÔTES DU RHÔNE [Rhône, France]
Aromas and flavours of redcurrants with a hint of liquorice makes this wine seriously food friendly

RICH & SMOOTH

175ML

250ML

BOTTLE

VALIANO CHIANTI CLASSICO [Tuscany, Italy]			
Made with the Sangiovese grape. Raspberries and cherry aromas,
long finish with a velvety smooth texture
PHEBUS MALBEC [Mendoza, Argentina]
Full-bodied and rich on the palate, bursting with spicy red and dark fruits
VALDIVIESO SINGLE VINEYARD MERLOT [Aconcagua Valley, Chile]			
Made by French wine makers in Chile. Rich with sweet Christmas
cake spices and dark cherry flavours
CHÂTEAU LA MOULIN DE LA CHAPELLE ST-EMILION
GRAND CRU [St-Emilion, France]
Bordeaux at its very best. Smooth as velvet, plum and
blackberry flavours and subtle oak notes

		

Try with BRITISH CHARGRILLED 8oz BEEF BURGER

FINE WINE
DOMAINE ROUX SANTENAY 1ER CRU GRAND CLOS ROUSSEAU		
[Burgundy, France]

Made by two brothers with the highest standards in Burgundy.
Perfumed and floral with firm tannins framing the blackberry
and redcurrant flavours
GARAGE WINE CO. OLD VINE CARIGNAN [Chile]			
It all started in a garage, now it’s world renowned. Medium-bodied with
aromas and flavours of exotic spices, black plum and black cherry.
A smooth texture and a long pleasant finish
VIEUX CHEVALIER CHÂTEAUNEUF-DU-PAPE [Rhone, France]			
Complex and elegant with aromas of redcurrants, red cherries, blackberries
with spicy overtones. The wine shows very subtle oaky notes, bringing
complexity and length. Well balanced with elegant and silky tannins
Try with 28-DAY AGED BRITISH RIB-EYE STEAK

S COTCH A N D M A LTS
JOHNNIE WALKER
RED LABEL
Highly versatile and with universal
appeal, it has a bold, characterful flavour
that shines through even when mixed
TALISKER 10-YEAR-OLD
Powerful peat and sea-salt nose,
smoky sweetness with malt flavours
and developing warmth with a huge
peppery finish
GLENLIVET FOUNDERS
RESERVE
Sweet and smooth; almost creamy.
Tastes of toffee apple and pear drops
followed by a burst of fruit; orange and
bold citrus fruits
DALMORE 12-YEAR-OLD
Matured for an initial nine years in
American white oak ex-bourbon casks, the
spirit is then divided for its final flourish
DALWHINNIE 15-YEAR-OLD
Elegant, smooth and medium-bodied,
with a light, fruity palate and a whiff of
heather on the finish
HAIG CLUBMAN
Made at the Cameronbridge distillery
in Scotland, Haig Clubman is a sweet,
stylish light single grain whisky matured
in bourbon casks. Perfect with Coca-Cola

GLENFIDDICH IPA
Brewed in bespoke craft IPA barrels,
this single malt expression is imbued
with unique zesty citrus notes of ripe
green apple, William’s pear and spring
blossom. Complemented by the subtle
tang of fresh hops, followed by a long
lasting sweetness
HIGHLAND PARK
12-YEAR-OLD
Smoke, honey sweetness and oak
alongside equal amounts of dried fruits
and spice. Full malt delivery; sweet
lingering notes with subtle smoke right
at the end
LAGAVULIN 16-YEAR-OLD
A much sought-after single malt with
the massive peat-smoke that’s typical of
southern Islay
LAPHROAIG 10-YEAR-OLD
In making Laphroaig, malted barley is
dried over a peat fire. The smoke from
this peat, found only on Islay, gives
Laphroaig its particularly rich flavour

LO CH FY N E W HISKIE S
Created in a workshop on the shores of Loch Fyne, Loch Fyne Whiskies do just one thing,
and they do it well. That’s to know what people like in a whisky.
LOCH FYNE BLEND
Crafted using the finely honed
knowledge gained from speaking with
customers over the last 25 years to
create an exceptional blend

LOCH FYNE
THE LIVING CASK ®
A whisky that’s different every time it’s
bottled, this is not a single malt, but a
living vatting of carefully chosen malts

Take me home for £24, ask server for
more details

Take me home for £45, ask server for
more details

Take home bottles subject to restaurant licensing

OTH ER S PIR ITS
PATRON SILVER

A FT E R D I N N E R
DR I N K S

BACARDI

TAYLOR’S LBV PORT

KRAKEN SPICED RUM

FERNANDO DE CASTILLA PEDRO
XIMENEZ

BULLEIT BOURBON
RON ZACAPA 23 RUM

GRAND MARNIER
LAZZARONI AMARETTO

Liqueurs and spirits are served in
25ml measures or multiples thereof

REMY MARTIN VSOP
BAILEYS
PATRON XO CAFÉ
COURVOISIER XO

L IQ U EU R CO FFEES
BAILEYS LATTE
Espresso, steamed milk, Baileys
ITALIAN
Americano, Lazzaroni Amaretto,
double cream
CARIBBEAN
Americano, Kraken Spiced Rum,
double cream

CELTIC
Americano, Johnnie Walker Red Label
Whisky, double cream
IRISH
Americano, Jameson Whiskey,
double cream
CALYPSO
Americano, Tia Maria, double cream

FRENCH
Americano, Remy Martin VSOP,
double cream

B R EW TEA CO.

HOT D R I N K

Brew Tea Co. do it all themselves; they
taste each batch, craft the blends, and
hand pack it at their HQ in Manchester.
They even make their own teabags. The
result is proper loose leaf tea that tastes
uniquely amazing; good tea for people
with good taste

AMERICANO

ENGLISH BREAKFAST

ESPRESSO
single

EARL GREY
CO 2 DECAFFEINATED TEA
MOROCCAN MINT TEA
GREEN TEA
FRUIT PUNCH

CAPPUCCINO
LATTE
MACCHIATO
MOCHA
double

HOT CHOCOLATE

Full allergen information is available on request from a member of staff
*Our working environment and the presence of allergens on site means we cannot
guarantee that any drink item is completely free from traces of allergens, including
nuts and gluten. See À La Carte menu for additional terms and conditions.

